[The current state of the New York Brain Bank and a proposal for the establishment of the brain bank network in Japan].
Brain banks are becoming increasingly important due to a worldwide decline in autopsy rates, and the consequent shortage of tissue for research purposes. The New York Brain Bank (NYBB) at Columbia University is widely praised for its well-organized system of tissue harvesting, indexing, and retrieval. I was fortunate enough to study at this prestigious institution. Constructing similar brain banks in Japan would enable us to (1) pool tissue from multiple centers, (2) standardize results and (3) extract maximum benefits from the limited number of brain specimens. As a prerequisite, the prosector must have excellent knowledge of neuroanatomy and neuropathology. One-half of each brain is dissected in the fresh state, and the cortical samples are recorded using the map of Brodmann area (BA); and all samples are barcode labeled. The quality of the brains is assessed by measuring the tissue pH of and 28S and 18S ribosomal RNA levels in the cerebral cortex (BA37). This report describes the NYBB's management and electronic tissue-tracking system,including the processing of the brains in the fresh state and the storage of standardized frozen samples. I will also disscus the feasibility and potential benefits of setting up similar brain banks in Japan.